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If you were to draw a vector diagram of the online video
advertising business today, it would show a great many forces
buffeting one another at cross purposes.
On one side, you have big-brand advertisers seeking to engage increasingly evasive
consumers. Countering that, a television industry that commands $70 billion in ad revenues
and would very much like to keep it that way. Stalled in the middle, agency businesses that
desperately need to reinvent themselves for the digital economy. And just to make things
really messy, a tempest of rival video providers with conflicting technical and measurement
systems. Taken together, it’s a blueprint for paralysis. If you want to make a market, you
have to shift the vectors.
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Which is what Tracey Scheppach set out to
do in 2008 with The Pool. Like many in the
ad business, Scheppach was frustrated. As
innovations director at VivaKi, a strategic
initiative intended to leverage the scale
of Publicis Groupe media agencies in the
digital marketplace, she was supposed to
make things happen. Yet mobile remained
a poorly defined market. Advanced TV was
not advancing. And for years, online video
advertising had been stuck on the Pre-Roll,
the mandatory, not-until-you-watch-thisfirst experience that was about as innovative
as the :30 spot—that in fact usually was a
:30 spot, reformatted for the Web.

Starcom MediaVest Group (SMG), one
of the agencies that makes up VivaKi, had
been behind the Pre-Roll’s emergence
in 2003, when its then-CEO, Jack Klues,
announced that it would be working with
clients to expand its buys into online video
during the spring television upfronts. “That
was driven by what was easy—get a TV
spot and run it on the Web,” says Curt
Hecht, president of VivaKi’s Nerve Center.
“But it didn’t have any consumer insight
behind it. Is that what people really want?
And it was not taking advantage of what’s
great about the Internet. Can you interact
with it? Can you search? Can you share?
The Pre-Roll doesn’t deliver on any of those.
There’s got to be a better way.”
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But in the fractured environment of
online publishing, it was clear that no
single player—agency, advertiser, or media
company—would be able to find a better
way alone. Conventional thinking among
publishers was to seek advantage by offering
a spiffy new ad format no one else could
match. Yet that made the whole operation
costly for advertisers and publishers alike,
and that in turn made online advertising
a tougher sell than it should have been.
At this point in the market, the real
advantage lay not in differentiation but
in standardization.

That wouldn’t be easy to pull off. SMG
had joined industry consortia like Ad Lab
and Beyond:30, but they were primarily
research initiatives. Their goal was to study
the future, not to make it happen. And
while the Interactive Advertising Bureau
sets technical standards for ad formats that
are already in place, it doesn’t pioneer the
development of new types of advertising. So
Scheppach and Hecht decided they’d try to
pull together a team of rival companies with
the goal not just of finding more effective ad
formats but of actually implementing them.
Their first meeting was with Quincy
Smith, then the head of CBS Interactive.
“I’m in,” he said. Next they sat down with
Joe Abruzzese, president of ad sales at
Discovery Communications. He was in,
too. Wow, they thought—this is going to be
easier than we expected. Then reality set in.
Media companies had good reason to
be responsive: They were in pain. The
downward pressure on pricing was intense.
Publishers that had earlier sold 60 percent
of their ad inventory were now selling as
little as 30 percent, according to Advertising

Age. Web advertising was dominated more
than ever by a direct-marketing mentality,
with even major brands adopting a
“spray-and-pray” approach and expecting
to pay on the basis of performance, not
impressions. And online video advertising,
while growing, remained a tiny fraction
of online advertising as a whole.
That made media companies relatively
open to the idea of joining forces in search
of a solution, even if it meant sharing
proprietary information on user preferences
and behavior with their competitors. “The
world of the Internet is replete with data,”

says Smith. “What you do with it—that’s
your differentiation.”
Advertisers were a harder sell. “Many
of them didn’t see why it was their role
to figure out the next :30 spot,” says
Scheppach. “They were like, you go figure it
out.” But the bigger barrier, she discovered,
were people within VivaKi's media
agencies. Maybe because agency people
are programmed to please their clients, she
found the account managers for many major
brands reluctant even to present the idea.
With the recession looming, everybody was
just trying to hold on.

THE WORLD OF THE INTERNET
IS REPLETE WITH DATA,
WHAT YOU DO WITH IT—THAT’S
YOUR DIFFERENTIATION.
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Nonetheless, by the end of 2008,
seven media partners and several major
advertisers—among them Allstate,
Applebee’s, BlackBerry, Capital One and
Nestlé Purina PetCare—had signed on
to join The Pool. Out of several possible
“lanes,” or areas of focus, they chose online
video for Lane 1.
The media partners had plenty of new ideas:
there were 29 different ad formats to be
tested, a number that suggested both the
amount of innovation and the degree of
confusion in the marketplace. After a vote,
five were selected for testing. Which one
would consumers like best? Would different
types of consumers like different types
of ads? What kind of ads did consumers
want, anyway?

WE VIEW ADVERTISING AS
PART OF OUR CORE PRODUCT,
NOT AS AN ADD-ON.
It was apparent early on that one format had
an appeal others did not. Hulu presented an
idea called the Ad Selector that had been in
use for only a few months; Hulu itself was
less than a year out of beta, though it was
already the second-most-popular video site
on the Web after YouTube. It was clear that
the combination of popular TV shows with
a clean interface and smooth performance
was a winning proposition. The same care
that went into the site’s presentation of
movies and TV shows went into the ad
experience it offered. “We view advertising
as part of our core product, not as an add-on,”
says Eugene Wei, the Hulu executive who’s
charged with representing the audience.
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The Ad Selector concept was interactivity
at its most basic: Just like a regular video
ad, except you give the user three different
spots to choose from. If one of the three isn’t
selected within the allotted time, a default
ad runs. “The idea was to give the user some
choice,” says Wei. “We thought of the old
choose-your-own-adventure books.” The
choose-your-own-ad idea got off to a slow
start: It was two months before the first
advertiser signed up to try it. But users were
enthusiastic, signaling their approval via
email and Twitter.

The Pool’s testing process pitted the five
selected formats against the Pre-Roll. In
the first phase of testing—a series of focus
groups in Philadelphia, Chicago and
Seattle—consumers said what they wanted:
ads that were personally relevant, that played
smoothly and didn’t cause delays, that took
advantage of the interactivity of the Web and
that gave them some control of the viewing
experience. The two formats people liked
most were Ad Selector and another called
“the Interactive,” which combined a video ad
with a clickable banner.
But the test subjects also felt the Ad Selector
could do with some improvement—that
offering viewers a choice from among three
spots from the same advertiser was not really
all that different from a Pre-Roll.

The next phase of testing was quantitative.
After recruiting a representative sample of
U.S. Internet users between the ages of 15
and 54, The Pool exposed them to several
samples each of the Interactive and of a
modified version of the Ad Selector that
came to be known as ASq (for Ad Selector
made smart). Once again, Pre-Roll was
the benchmark.
Three out of four respondents were able to
recall an ad that appeared on ASq without
any prompting—higher than with Pre-Roll
and much higher than with the Interactive.
People also reported being more attentive to
ads they saw on ASq and more inclined to
purchase the products that appeared there.
ASq was declared the winner.
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In the meantime, Scheppach was getting
started on Lane 2. Google had rethought
its decision not to participate after the Wall
Street Journal ran an article on the initiative.
Other companies were showing an interest
in coming on board as well. This time the
focus would be specifically on short-form
online video, which the Lane 1 surveys had
shown to involve a different set of viewer
expectations than long-form. And there
would be many more participants—13 bluechip advertisers and 10 publishers, YouTube
among them.
Lane 2 launched in July 2009, just as Lane
1 was entering its final phase of testing:
field trials pitting ASq against the Pre-Roll.
This time, advertisers made actual buys on
the participating video sites. For six weeks
during the summer of 2009, visitors to the

sites were recruited to take a 10-minute
attitudinal survey; in addition behavorial
data was collected.
The findings were dramatic. The clickthrough rate on ASq was more than double
that of Pre-Roll. ASq also produced a
significantly higher rate of unaided brand
awareness and of brand recall. When users
actually chose the spot they’d watch on ASq,
as opposed to merely watching the default ad,
the increase was greater still.
There’s no great mystery as to why. “Any
time you involve the user, you’re going to get
much better metrics,” says Matt Wasserlauf,
CEO of BBE, a Lane 1 partner that sells
advertising for more than 2,400 online video
providers, among them Fox News Digital,
MSN and Yahoo!.
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But they still had to get ASq past the pressrelease stage. “This is far more complex than
a Pre-Roll,” says Hecht. “The fact that people
get to pick the ad they want to see wreaks
chaos on inventory management. Creating
a standard for multiple publishers is not
trivial either. So how do we make this a
marketplace reality?”
Scheppach wasn’t sure. She and her
colleague at VivaKi, Beth Doyle, spent hours
manually making the ASq function in the
research trials, but obviously this process
wouldn’t scale. So she started talking to
people who are in the business of delivering
and measuring digital video—people like
Matt Timothy of VINDICO and Brian
Shin of Visible Measures, a Boston firm that
tracks audience engagement.

IT WAS CLEAR THAT NO SINGLE PLAYER—AGENCY,
ADVERTISER, OR MEDIA COMPANY—WOULD BE ABLE
TO FIND A BETTER WAY ALONE.
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She ended up getting a crash course in
the infrastructure of online video. “The
economics of television advertising are easy,”
says Timothy. “For a million-dollar ad spend,
you spend 9 percent of it creating the ad
and 90 percent of it buying the media, but
basically zero percent on delivering the ad
and about 1 percent tracking data.” Digital
upends that equation completely. “Imagine
if in the early days of television, you had to
format it differently for an ABC television
show, an NBC television show and a CBS
television show. That’s the environment
that exists today. If you’re on 30 different
publishers, you’re probably dealing with 30
different video players, 30 different ways
of measurement and 30 different ways of
rendering and showing video. Advertisers
should not have to care about all that.”
In December 2009, after a couple of months
of asking questions, Scheppach invited the
heads of four companies to Chicago for
a meeting that lasted the better part of a
day. In addition to Timothy and Shin, she

CAN YOU INTERACT WITH IT? CAN
YOU SEARCH? CAN YOU SHARE?
brought in Scott Ferber of Tidal TV, which
In its original state, the idea worked only
specializes in matching ads with viewers, and on Hulu and offered a selection of ads
Steve Robinson of Panache, which focuses
from just one company at a time. You could
on rendering ads on video players in real time. choose from among three different Procter
Outside of trade conferences, these were not
& Gamble ads, say, but not from a P&G, a
people who were used to seeing one another
McDonald’s and a Chevy ad.
in the same room. “It was a little scary,” says
In the first few months of this year, the four
Shin. “You never really know what to say.
tech companies that, together with VivaKi,
Actually it was like being thrown into a snake comprise the Co-op laid the foundation
pit. But then it turned out everyone was
to make the ASq operational (although
really nice.”
VivaKi is currently the only agency member,
Out of this meeting came the Rising Tide
it doesn’t own any of the technology and
Co-op, a technology consortium set up to
expects to be joined by other agencies at
transform The Pool winners into industry
some point). They came up with an ad
standards. If The Pool is an ongoing research platform that works on multiple video
project, the Co-op is about bringing the
players, can handle multiple advertisers
fruits of that project to market. The ASq
at once and provides user data across
would be tackled first.
multiple publishers.
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THE R I SING TI DE C O- O P ME MB E R S Include representation from Panche, Tidal TV, VINDICO, Visible Measures and VivaKi.
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Meanwhile, Lane 2 field trial results have
certified ASq as the winner for online
video, and Lane 3 got started with a study
of online video in China. This fall, online
media companies—including the seven
that took part in Lane 1 of The Pool and
most from Lane 2—will begin offering ASq
to advertisers for the first time. VivaKi’s
expectations are relatively modest: Hecht
says he expects ASq to account for 20-30
percent of online video advertising, with
Pre-Roll remaining the dominant format, at
least for now. But the implications for the
industry involve a lot more than the current
ad market for online video.

manufacturers are putting Ethernet ports
on their TV sets. Comcast and other TV
providers are scrambling to streamline the
subscriber-authentication process so they
can offer “TV everywhere” before people just
start canceling their subscriptions. Teenagers
make no distinction between TV and online.
Sooner or later, the technology will catch up
with them.
“Video is video is video,” says Matt Timothy
of VINDICO, “including TV. But we
believe the future of how a video story is told,
delivered and measured will be figured out
online. We don’t believe the cable industry is
nimble enough. Online is going to be the lab.”

In the two years since The Pool got started,
everyone from Apple to Hulu to Netflix to
YouTube has started pushing Internet to the
TV. Sony and other consumer electronics

The ad market for online video is expected
to reach about $1.4 billion this year. Current
projections show it topping $3 billion by
2013. “But once you believe the future of
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television is video,” Quincy Smith points
out, “that $3 billion becomes part of the $70
billion. It won’t matter what screen you saw
it on or what time you saw it—what matters
is that you saw an ad and it got counted. The
risk is that these two get set up as completely
separate markets—in which case you have a
chance to shatter the $70 billion one.”
There’s no question the shift Smith describes
is coming. The only issue is how rocky it
will be and whether the industry can pull
together to get through it. The Pool and
the Rising Tide Co-op have shown what a
cooperative approach can accomplish. Now
we’ll see what the industry does with it.
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